Examining the heritability of a laboratory-based smoking endophenotype: initial results from an experimental twin study.
The objective of this study was to examine the heritability of an endophenotype relevant to nicotine dependence, namely tension reduction after smoking. This study also examined whether common genetic, shared environmental, and nonshared environmental factors influence this endophenotype measured repeatedly during an experimental paradigm. Twin and sibling pairs, all of whom were regular smokers, completed a laboratory paradigm in which they reported on levels of tension at baseline and after smoking each of 3 cigarettes. Univariate twin analyses suggested a sizeable role of additive genetic effects on tension reduction, with heritability estimates ranging between 47 and 68%. Result of multivariate Cholesky analyses indicated that there were additive genetic influences common to tension reduction assessed after cigarettes 1, 2, and 3. Multivariate models including genetic and nonshared environmental effects provided the best fit to the data. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to examine the genetic basis of a laboratory smoking endophenotype, in this case tension reduction after smoking. Implications for genetic association studies are discussed.